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Space Enscape reflects the design ideology of how a bathroom can be experiential 

while serving the main purpose of providing privacy. It transforms based on the functional 

requirement of the user group. The design is not only thought in terms of layout but also in 

terms of choice of material and use of various fixtures. A culmination of all the aspects results in 

a space free of outer world worries.

The design is dealt with at three stages –

• The first segment is a semi-open yet hidden space. It consists of a sink, laundry, and storage 

space. Access to the sink was of main concern for toddlers that is addressed.

• The second segment is confined with the help of a sliding door as it consists of a WC area. 

Additional storage space is incorporated within the partition wall. Through these strategies, 

Privacy and optimal use of compact spaces are achieved

• The third segment mainly comprises a shower space that receives natural light due to a 

tweak in the form.

Thus, Space Enscape leads you to spaces that serve a function individually but work as a 

whole.



The layout has been given 
utmost care considering 
the privacy factor and 
compactness. The 3 
segments can be 
observed in the drawings. 



Bathroom being an essential 
space is designed in such a 
way that the basin area is open 
ended and following spaces 
have been arranged based on 
privacy levels.

Segment 1Segment 2Segment 3



Shower area 
receives natural light 
due to the form. A 
sense of connect 
with outside world 
can be experienced 
due to this. There’s a 
provision of storage 
rack as well which is 
recessed into the 
wall in order to avoid 
injuries.
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The toilet area has sliding 
door with necessary toilet 
kit beside it .The toilet kit 
is stored in the recessed 
wall which acts as a 
storage space which is 
hidden when the 
bathroom in not in use by 
the sliding door.
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This segment of 
design is semi-private 
and is multifunctional.
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Recessed storage space is 
considered in the design mainly 
for safety purpose.

Our design has a provision of 
bathroom music system as well 
that will let users relax .



WPC and SPC Vinyl flooring 
are rigid core products, they are 
a combination of durability, 
scratch resistance, and 
waterproof features of vinyl.

Textured tiles are also 
moisture-resistant and stain-
resistant. They provide the 
most significant feature required 
for bathroom flooring, the anti-
skid character

.Subtle variations of basic 
colors like white, black, and 
grey are used to elevate the 
concept of closeness to 
openness.



The chosen fixtures are mainly 
concerned with safety factor for 
toddlers. And each of these 
gives us an option of extra 
storage space .

Neo Modern Vessel 
Wash Basin

Neo Modern Extended 

Basin Mixer With Pop-

up Drain

Easy-SET Exposed Shower Auto 

Temperature Mixer with Integrated 

Rainshower Kit (3-Way)

PLAT 4/6L Smart Toilet 

(Auto Seat and Music 

Function)




